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TEACHING EVALUATION

SOCIAL SCIENCE INQUIRY – SPRING 2020
As part of  the general education curriculum, undergraduate students commit to a yearlong sequence
of  courses of  their choosing. The Social Science Inquiry strand introduces students to the
philosophy and methods of  social science inquiry and aims to deepen their understanding of  the
policy implications of  empirical research. The courses in each sequence build off  one another.

I served as the Instructor of  Record for the final course in the Social Science Inquiry sequence. I
spent the winter quarter, working on my syllabus and reaching out to the other SSI instructors to
collaborate on planning and to share resources and ideas. Right before the start of  the spring
quarter, the COVID-19 pandemic hit the U.S. and students were encouraged to go home if  they
could. I spent my spring break adjusting the syllabus and my course materials to the changing and
uncertain context before us. I present excerpts of  mycourse evaluation and a letter of  support from
one of  my students in this course below.

Highlights: Student evaluation scores and comments along with the letter of  support suggest that
students felt like

● I proactively made efforts to be attuned to the myriad of  challenges students faced and
adjusted how I facilitated my course and the supports I provided them according to their
needs,

● I was very responsive, organized, and available to them,
● I communicated expectations clearly,
● and I demonstrated care and provided them with helpful supports in navigating the course

and outside of  it.
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https://cpb-us-w2.wpmucdn.com/voices.uchicago.edu/dist/d/2838/files/2021/10/SSI-3_Revised-Syllabus.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10enpH2C0K5F-zyk8OR8howzFw1kbQ6OO/view?usp=sharing


Evaluation Excerpts:
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Letter of  Support:

To whom it may concern,
I am writing this reference letter for Helen Lee and enthusiastically recommend her for the

academic adviser position at Northwestern University. Helen was my instructor for Social Sciences
Inquiry 3 in the spring quarter of  2020 where she fostered an inclusive and engaging classroom
environment despite rapid changes in modes of  learning caused by the onset of  the COVID-19
pandemic.

As the third and final course in the social sciences requirement for the core curriculum,
Social Sciences Inquiry 3 was composed of  students from a variety of  backgrounds, both academic
and personal. This ranged from myself, a first-year economics major on the west coast to juniors
majoring in the humanities on the east coast and STEM majors overseas. While any instructor would
find it logistically challenging to simply work around so many time zones, Social Sciences Inquiry 3
had the added challenge of  being a highly collaborative course in an online environment. Specifically,
students were organized into small groups that met frequently to discuss and peer review the
progress of  each member’s social science research papers. Given these circumstances, Helen first
recognized the accessibility challenges my peers from different geographies and income levels faced
by surveying the students and tailoring synchronous and asynchronous lectures to best fit the needs
of  everyone. Afterwards, Helen quickly formed student groups based on shared research interests as
well as time zones and provided ample availability for 1 on 1 office hours. Compared to the other
sections of  Social Sciences Inquiry 3 my friends were enrolled in during that quarter, Helen’s model
of  pre-recorded lectures outlining course content, flexible full-class synchronous meetings, and
well-organized small groups was novel, informative, and very engaging.

Throughout the quarter, Helen was an invaluable resource for social science research and a
reliable mentor for everything occurring outside the classroom. One instance where Helen was
especially understanding was during the protests following George Floyd’s death. Helen opened a
discussion and encouraged my classmates and I to express our thoughts and emotions in a safe
space free from judgement, making it clear that these events were on all our minds and had adverse
effects on the academic experiences of  students and particularly minority students. All in all, Helen
was incredibly accommodating and not only helped guide me through drafting a substantive paper
but also created a tightknit classroom with peers whom I am still close to today. At the end of  the
spring quarter, Helen continued to offer her advice and guidance, and she personally helped me
navigate my interests and apply to an academic program offered to college juniors and seniors.
Helen is an invaluable mentor and would be a wonderful fit for the academic adviser position.

Sincerely,

David Si
Class of  2023
davidsi@uchicago.edu
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WORKSHOP EVALUATIONS

WHITENESS IN THE CLASSROOM SERIES – WINTER 2020

While serving as a Teaching Fellow at the Chicago Center for Teaching, I facilitated a series of
workshops with Elizabeth Sartell, another Teaching Fellow at the time, on addressing Whiteness in
higher education. The series was born out of  a shared frustration at the lack of  pedagogical
conversations and initiatives at our institution that directly confront White supremacy. The
discussion-based workshops, and the required work for participants in-between sessions, drew
heavily from and utilized Layla Saad’s Me and White Supremacy workbook.

The series, which was facilitated in February and March of  2020, aimed to help participants examine
their own complicity in racial oppression and to engage in the necessary and ongoing work of
becoming anti-racist educators. We partnered with the University’s Race and Pedagogy Working
Group (RPWG) to promote the program. RPWG coordinators also aided small group discussions
and provided critical insights as observers during the sessions.

Our series was fully enrolled and positively received by participants. We gathered informal feedback
from participants which we share below.

Highlights: Post-series comments from participants and RPWG coordinators (who primarily
observed as participants and provided feedback to curriculum and facilitation) suggest that they
felt like the series

● Deepened participants’ understanding and commitment to antiracism work in classrooms
and within the university

● Encouraged participants to critically evaluate their role and teaching practices and imagine
ways to confront rather than perpetuate white supremacy

Evaluation Excerpts:

We asked participants how they felt about their participation in the workshops:

● I am feeling grateful and want to stay in the loop
● Feeling glad that I undertook this process and motivated to continue it and grateful for

my colleagues’ participation and labour in making this happen.
● Good!
● Feeling more empowered to enter into difficult conversations and establish new norms

for the classroom.
● I feel like this last session was the most productive for me and generated the best ideas

so far.
● I am feeling convicted to continue in this work, but also slightly frustrated that more

people aren’t involved. I am grateful to have a few specific ideas of  things to do to
address racism.

● Feeling tired, appreciative, and motivated.
● *Appreciative for this space*, (tired and trained and okay)

We asked participants to reflect on how they have changed from participating in workshops:
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https://uchicagoraceandpedagogy.wordpress.com/2020/01/29/upcoming-series-whiteness-in-the-classroom/
https://uchicagoraceandpedagogy.wordpress.com/2020/01/29/upcoming-series-whiteness-in-the-classroom/
https://uchicagoraceandpedagogy.wordpress.com/about/
https://uchicagoraceandpedagogy.wordpress.com/about/


● More thoughtful about what to do about racism in the classroom
● My perspective on certain issues/mindset re; how to confront white supremacy and the

kinds of  non-obvious sacrifices that are necessary.
● Got some good things to think about and some nice best practices for pedagogical

approaches.
● I am much more careful and critical of  my pedagogy and course structures.
● I think I have become more willing to speak up and call out racism than before, realizing

the ways in which it has much more significant implications that are more important
than my comfort.

● I’ve gained a bit more confidence as a person committed to addressing racism. I’ve
gained more language to describe this.

● Great job by facilitators. More language and specific reflections.
● A better grasp on concepts/language to describe these problems – framing issues of

white supremacy, to have dialogues in other spaces. Feeling empowered with info.

Unsolicited comments from RPWG coordinators
● I think this workshop series went really well. I could totally see it developing into an even

more intense and in depth workshop in the future.
● I am thankful to have worked with and learn from you all in this process, and appreciate

all the hard work that you put in.
● I also wanted to just reiterate again congratulations especially to both Helen and

Elizabeth for organizing such an ambitious workshop series and preparing such
wonderful materials. You've received so much appreciative and positive feedback for the
series (both on the response cards and via email after the last session) and I just wanted
to say I'm one of  the participants too who really benefited from it!
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FUNDAMENTALS OF TEACHING – FALL 2019, FALL 2020

Throughout the 2019-2020 and 2020-2021 academic years, I served as a Teaching Fellow within my
university’s teaching center. As a Teaching Fellow, one of  my responsibilities was to co-plan and
co-facilitate a four-workshop series to guide and support prospective and current graduate student
lecturers, teaching assistants, and teaching interns. Specifically, the series aimed to help participants
develop their pedagogical knowledge and a core set of  teaching tools so that they are better
equipped to facilitate rigorous, engaging, and inclusive learning environments for students. At the
end of  the series, participants voluntarily provided anonymous feedback to the teaching center.
Below I present excerpts from the end-of-program evaluations for my first year as a fellow (raw
responses for 2019-2020 and 2020-2021 can be found in the hyperlinks). 1

Highlights: Participant evaluation scores and comments suggest that participants felt like the
workshop series encouraged them to

● Critically evaluate their pedagogical praxis
● And adopt evidence-based best practices that support learning for all students

Evaluation Excerpts:

Please describe how you will use what you learned in this Fundamentals of  Teaching series
in your teaching.
● I will spend a lot more time actively designing and implementing my sections ahead of  time,

rather than trying to assess and update as the course goes along.
● I will use it in thinking about how I solicit student feedback as a TA, grading practices, and

eventually, on designing a course or class session.
● The presentation on course design was especially helpful thinking about constructing my own

class this year. I will be using those guidelines every week when designing my lectures.
● I will use several of  the activities discussed that promoted regular use of  ice breakers to facilitate

content related discussions, design teaching backwards from teaching goals, and thinking about
ways to regularly assess prior knowledge to get students to higher level analytical thinking

● I will definitely review all of  the slides and my own notes before I TA this winter quarter. I will
be a teaching intern, so I can use this to guide my observations of  the course instructor and see
what they do and don’t do well. I thought there were useful nuggets all throughout the series-too
many even to list.

● I will actively try to incorporate many of  the different teaching aspects discussed in this course
when teaching. Specifically, I want to make a good effort to seek student feedback, setting
appropriate learning goals, engaging previous student knowledge, and working to consistently
assess student learning to alter teaching strategies.

1 During the 2020-2021 academic year, the workshop series was conducted remotely because of  the pandemic. There
were also a few unexpected changes to the workshops that year as a result. I have therefore only provided participant
feedback from my first year co-facilitating here but hyperlinked are the raw responses for both years.
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/17Hs0kKyTQa-E3DB-dNB65_6BxzX0urfp/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=101400047947120908308&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1vN6ZSdFbkEGzbbKoK2Qk-qUYuGNQsJFX/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=101400047947120908308&rtpof=true&sd=true
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MENTORING EVALUATIONS

COLLEGE COURSE DESIGN AND TEACHING – SPRING 2021

During the 2020-2021 academic year, another one of  my responsibilities as a Teaching Fellow was to
mentor graduate students enrolled in the CCT’s Course Design and College Teaching seminar
(Instructor: Joseph Lampert). Throughout this course, I provided guidance and support to 11
participants on the design of  their course syllabi and teaching statements. In addition to providing
individualized written feedback, I organized and facilitated three meetings with two different groups
of  participants based on discipline commonality so that they could share their artifacts-in-progress
for peer feedback. I offered to meet with participants to discuss their syllabi and teaching statements
to which a few elected. At the conclusion of  the course, participants were asked to evaluate it. The
parts of  theevaluation that are specific to my role in the course are included below.

Highlights: Participant comments specific to my role in the course suggest that they felt like
● I provided timely, targeted feedback that improved their understanding of  course content,
● I was organized and communicated clear expectations,
● I was accommodating and flexible,
● I centered participants’ learning in our mentoring group

Evaluation Excerpts:

What did your Teaching Mentor do that contributed most to your learning?
● Helen was great at providing targeted feedback without dominating the conversation
● Very helpful feedback on my assignments
● I appreciated the feedback.
● Helen is very organized and clear about expectations. She also provided thoughtful feedback

on all written assignments that pushed me to clarify things that were confusing.
● Gave helpful written feedback. I find written feedback (track mode on word) much more

useful than verbal.
● Helen was super supportive and always provided great feedback. Was also flexible to tr[y]

and accommodate everyone
● She had great and really thorough feedback that helped a ton in revising the material I

submitted for the course

What could they modify to help you learn more?
● Nothing that I can think of
● I wished that I had reach out to meet with Helen because I'm not exactly sure how to

address some of  the comments to improve my syllabus.
● Not much! she was great - encouraging but also gave critical feedback.
● More time with the group is the only thing I would suggest. Also i would have loved getting

their feedback on the teaching statement either in addition or instead of  having someone
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-vly6YHVpwDAOecVFFynw9dBIHYSmMLw/view?usp=sharing


from outside my field comment on it as so much of  the things that go in a teaching
statement involve discipline-specific language.

OTHER RELATED EVALUATIONS

TEACHING ASSISTANT – STATISTICAL METHODS IN RESEARCH – WINTER 2020

After one of  his teaching assistants (TA) had to step back because of  a scheduling conflict, the
instructor approached me to serve in this role (Instructor: Stephen Raudenbush). The four TAs
worked collaboratively to plan labs and grade student work, but led their own discussion section.
Unfortunately, the evaluation did not request that students specify their feedback for their assigned
TA. Thus, I am unable to identify the comments about my involvement in the course evaluation
report.
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https://sociology.uchicago.edu/directory/stephen-raudenbush
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10edIyoxeMByQgC_EMGq2MaK0c4Q21OI5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10edIyoxeMByQgC_EMGq2MaK0c4Q21OI5/view?usp=sharing


TEACHING ASSISTANT – HUMAN DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH DESIGNS IN SOCIAL
SCIENCES – WINTER 2019

I served as one of  two TAs for this course (Instructor:Anna Mueller). The other TA and I worked
collaboratively to plan labs and grade student work, but led our own discussion section. Similarly to
the Statistical Methods course, the instructor did not request that students specify their feedback for
each TA in the course evaluation. With the exception of  the comments that explicitly state my name
or the name of  the other TA, I am otherwise unable to disaggregate the data as it pertains to my role
in the course evaluation report.

Highlights: Identifiable student comments suggest that they felt like
● I was encouraging, attentive, and responsive to students’ needs,
● I provided timely, targeted feedback that improved their understanding of  course

concepts,
● And I was organized and communicated clear expectations.

Evaluation Excerpts:
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https://sociology.indiana.edu/about/faculty/mueller-anna.html
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10duscI61GLeFKJK4Bc3nQz5B5IvE99Fo/view?usp=sharing
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TEACHING INTERN – SOCIAL SCIENCES INQUIRY – FALL 2018, WINTER 2019,
SPRING 2019 [Complete Report - Fall 2018, Winter 2019]

Prior to assuming my lectureship, I served as a teaching intern in the Social Science Inquiry
sequence. In preparation for the role, the intern is expected to primarily observe the instructor and
assist in whatever way the instructor deems appropriate. Below are excerpts of  the course
evaluations that pertained to my limited role in the course in the Fall of  2018. (Note: The Instructor
of  Record for theWinter 2019 quarter, Milena Ang, preferred that I observe the course and
minimally engage with students that quarter. The Instructor of  Record for the Spring 2019 quarter,
Micere Keels, elected to not have the course evaluated.)

Highlights: Student evaluation and comments suggest that they felt like
● I provided them with useful guidance that helped them better engage with the course,
● And I was always willing to meet and provide support.

Evaluation Excerpts:
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https://uchicago.bluera.com/uchicago/rpvf-eng.aspx?lang=eng&redi=1&SelectedIDforPrint=1ace4149387db6a9d3b49bc6cebdff41260364a41dc18b56bf314a4d0451191ee6d805620f8d85ada1faac2185ed10a4&ReportType=2&regl=en-US
https://uchicago.bluera.com/uchicago/rpvf-eng.aspx?lang=eng&redi=1&SelectedIDforPrint=5500bdea0f80fca93b00ed83ef1f52c288408af8211c1d545ab4f901cc506bfff3ee46d7a2cacc611f1c7e84ab8f4c83&ReportType=2&regl=en-US
https://collegesurveys.uchicago.edu/apply-social-sciences-collegiate-division-internships
http://collegecatalog.uchicago.edu/thecollege/socialsciences/
http://collegecatalog.uchicago.edu/thecollege/socialsciences/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10_Yz7p2x1FXMjgMRAYt4VVt9vNzvqHyA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10Uf2OylWLoeoBGaCmwHdXJZpUYW-gDh6/view?usp=sharing
https://colfa.utsa.edu/polisci-geography/faculty/milena-ang-collan-granillo
https://humdev.uchicago.edu/directory/micere-keels
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